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Abstract

Mathematics is seen as cold and calculating, while music is seen as expressive and beautiful. By
composing Claude Debussy’s Syrinx in terms of mathematical equations, we will be using Fast
Fourier Transforms in MATlab to turn our frequencies from time-frequency to frequency amplitude
domain to find Fourier Coefficients. Afterwards we will take these coeffificents and use them to
recreate the sound using sine equations. This process will allow us to dive deeper into the beauty
of mathematics.

Music Intro

Note, that this project will include interdisciplinary aspects regarding music and mathematics.
We will be using mathematical terms frequency, harmonics, and amplitude. Refer to .1 for more
information.

Introduction Math

In the scope of this project, we will focus our attention on how to model music specifically for
flute using mathematics. Before we continue, let’s think of sinusoidal and co-sinusoidal waves in a
different perspective. If we are in the Complex Plane Reiθ where R is the radius and θ is the angle
in radians in a trigonometric setting. Now note , we can think of points as a having an X “ Rcospθq

and Y “ Rsinpθq

Observe that,

eiθ “ cospθq ` isinpθq

Reiθ “ Rcospθq ` iRsinpθq

Additionally, this can θ can vary with time which we will call θ “ ωt which than our equation
becomes:

Reiωt “ Rcospωtq ` iRsinpωtq

Note that we will be thinking of Reiωt as a vector with magnitude R and spinning counterclock-
wise at omega radians per second. With this definition in mind we want to visualize sine or cosine
as counter-rotating vectors. [?]. Furthermore, the only distinction between sine and cosine waves
is the our definition of time origin. Consequently, we will be using mathematical function sin to
represent our waves.

Intro to Fourier Analysis

Fourier Analysis is the study of how general functions can be decomposed into trigonometric func-
tions with definite frequencies.

From this, we can take two different approaches to Fourier Analysis. Our first approach is using
an Fourier Series which is normally taken with periodic functions continuous or discrete, and our
second approach are Fourier Transforms which is applies to more general functions that are not
necessarily periodic but can be either continuous or discrete. [?]
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Fourier Series and Music

With this, we are now equipped with theoretical knowledge of how we can model sinusoidal waves.
Recall, that sound waves are sinusoidal. Now we are able to decompose sinusoidal waves into
different waves but are unable to extract the specific frequencies. With a Fourier Transforms we
are able to take an audio signal such as a wav file, a common music file, and represent it in terms
of frequency and amplitude which is called frequency-domain rather than the time-domain which is
represented in time and volume.

From a mathematical perspective, notice we can have two different types of series: a finite series
or infinite series. However, in the music world, we are unable to have infinite sound because it
dampens and decays. Consequently, this leads to a finite Fourier Series which will lead us using the
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).

When we find the Fourier Coefficients of our Discrete Transform we will be using the Fast Fourier
Transform or FFT. Note that we choose to use the FFT for its efficiency. Similar to the DFT, it
is a collection of trigonometric sums to some length N. The difference is that FFT factors in the
weights of each of these terms with the use of periods and symmetries to effectively shorten how
many sums actually affect the summations.

Now, we have figured out we will calculate these Fourier coefficients but we run into a problem of
turning an infinite series to a finite series. Because of the periodic and symmetric form of sinusoidal
waves, if we create a finite sums, we might run into the issue of not creating a full period. In this
case, what our algorithm would do is to fill in our missing period by starting a new period over
it such that we have extra information. In this case what we would have to do is use an spectral
analysis technique called aliasing. This is where we filling our missing data by creating using other
sinusoidal waves that have the same nodes as our original wave would have if it completed its full
periodic cycle.

Mathematical Modeling Methods

Now, we are going to go emphasize certain key aspects of the project in relation to our methods.
To begin modelling Claude Debussy’s Syrinx, we began by playing the notes on the flute that

we wanted to model with. We played 15 different notes, and recorded them using Pro Tools. The
notes we recorded were the notes that appeared in the first two measures of Syrinx: B flat 5, A5,
B5, A flat 5, G5, A5, G flat 5, F5, E5, D flat 5, C6, B flat 4, F sharp 4, G4, and B4. After recording
these notes, we downloaded their wav files .1 and exported it to MatLab. From here, we created
scripts for each of the individual notes, and find Fourier Coefficients for each of the notes.

Our process will be graphing each note in frequency-amplitude and then model each of its
harmonics. There are generally nine playable overtones on the flute, but there can be as many up
to twenty-seven. [?] In the scope of this project, we will use four harmonics: the fundamental tone,
an octave higher, a perfect fifth above and then two octaves above the fundamental. .1. We have
made this decision to encompass some of the timbres of the flute, but also knowing that we would
not been able to capture all of them due to time constraints. [?]
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Figure 1: Bb4 Frequency- Amplitude Domain

After loading each individual wav file for each of the notes, we want to find the Fourier Coeffi-
cients, Therefore, we first need to take our notes from the time-frequency domain into the frequency-
amplitude domain. 1 We do this by using our Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. Note that each
peak in 1 represents an harmonic with the highest peak representing the fundamental tone. Re-
member we are only doing the first four due to that being the least number of harmonics to fully
capture the flute timbre.
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Figure 2: Bb4 Fourth Harmonic Modelling

After this, we then fit our four harmonics using Gaussian distributions and changed the interval
we were looking at based off the harmonic we were observing. 2 It was a trial and error process
that we repeated and there was an average 3 models per each harmonic which made 12 models for
each note. In total, we have found 60 unique Fourier Coefficients for our 15 notes.

After finding our Fourier Coefficients, we needed to create time arrays which allowed us to graph
in the time-frequency domain for each of our notes. These time arrays allowed us to map certain
frequencies on a scale of time. Then from here, we were able to change our sampling rate to get more
accurate readings. Lastly, for each individual note, we then compiled and created a sine equation
which included the four harmonics with their respective frequencies and amplitudes.

After creating the sound, we changed the sampling rate to allow for variation which causes this
idea of rhythm within the lines. This now results in our rendition of Syrinx, composed of code,
mathematical equations and an audio file.

To see the full mathematical composition refer to .3
Now we will discuss the implications of this research by asking what is music seen as beuatiful

while mathematics is not.

Defining Beauty

As expected, it will be hard to define beauty especially "mathematically beauty, but just as true
of beauty of any kind - we may not know quite what we mean by a beautiful poem but does not
prevent us from recognizing one when we read it?" [?]

Beauty is "the quality or aggregate of qualities in a person or thing that gives pleasure to the
senses or pleasurably exalts the mind or spirit." [?]

From this definition, we can see that "exalting the mind and spirit" appeals to the beauty of
math. For mathematicians, "exalting the mind" implies working through problems and figuring
out greater truths. However, solving problems includes two aspects: the solution itself and the
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key ideas they communicate. A famous example, Euclid’s Proof of the Infinitude of Primes, which
states that given any collection of prime numbers there is at least one prime number. [?] The
beauty of Euclid’s proof is in it’s simplicity and elegance of how he wrote the proof. So his solution
is considered beautiful for just the presentation of the solution. Furthermore, the idea communicated
in it in which there are an infinite number of primes is beautiful as well, because of it’s implications
in the creation of mathematical knowledge.

Aesthetic Subjectivism and Aesthetic Objectivism

Some will argue, that "Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, " while this may hold some substance,
there exists some universal beauty standard we hold ourselves too. For instance, a musical perfor-
mance from a fifth grade talent show versus the musical performance from professional musicians.
Generally, without any objectivity this would equate both the the fifth grade musical performance
with the professional musicians. There would be no way to objective standards to judge beauty. [?]
We would describe this as Aesthetic Subjectivism. [?] To give a more formal definition, Aesthetic
Subjectivism is the belief that aesthetic judgements do not state facts about the world, but merely
reflect and observer’s response to some aspect of the world. [?] Solely subscribing to Aesthetic
Subjectivism can be problematic because it violates our common sense of value and superiority. For
instance a Monet’s Water Lilies are superior works of art compared to a child’s water lily finger
painting despite the parents’ emotional attachments. Therefore there must be some claim to say
that beauty can at least be partially judged objectively. We call this Aesthetic Objectivisim. For a
more formal definition, Aesthetic Objectivism is the belief that aesthetic qualities are properties of
the objects that are independent of an observer’s awareness.

There is the argument that what if people can not find the beauty of mathematics or any subject.
In this, think of Imannuel Kant’s Critique of Judgement. "the judgement of taste is subjective."
Meaning that mathematical beauty still exists regardless whether people can find the beauty in it
or not. Granted, we should help others find this beauty, but we should not let others belittle it
because they do not understand it.

Different Types of Mathematical Beauty

Music has been historically seen as beautiful; however mathematics is not. Mathematics is seen
as cold and calculating. This is not true, people have "not had a chance to experience it, or
they experience it but not recognized as the experience as mathematical. [?] Mathematics has
been taught in a manner in manner which causes it to become formulaic. However, we have just
rewritten Syrinx as a mathematical composition. Each note is composed of audio data that we
analyzed into their respective frequencies and harmonics. We then rewrote the sound in terms of
sinusoidal waves. Why do we consider beautiful but not music, especially since we have shown that
music is just mathematics.

From here we will draw the comparison between the parallels the beauty of music to the beauty
of mathematics. Additionally, we will further this exploration with the connection of music file.

Sensory Beauty

Now music is seen as beautiful because it is able to be experienced through the senses: the pleasant-
ness of the sound and the emotions entailing it. Additionally music allows us to be in awe of what
the melodies and harmonies that transpired. Musicians perform difficult technique passages with
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ease and are able to convey stories by creating sounds out of thin air. From here, musicians are able
to take certain stories and ideas and bring a more universal truth. For example, in Tchaikovsky’s
Romeo and Juliet Overture he tells the story of Romeo and Juliet through music which can be
alluded to more thematic universal truths. One of them being, the idea of labels and names which
lead to our prejudices.

The idea of being experience music through the senses is called, sensory beauty. Sensory beauty
not only applies to sound, but all the senses as well.

In math, this beauty is applied to patterned objects that we can experience with the sense:
sight, touch and sound. [?]. Additionally, mathematical sensory beauty presents itself in nature
and art.

In nature, mathematics is present through patterns. The famous example is the Fibonacci
sequence. This sequence originates from how rabbits reproduced given that each pair has one male
and one female. This one question resulted in seeing this pattern everywhere in nature. It is seen
on the seeds of sunflowers, cauliflower, and pine-cones. Futhermore, it is seen storms and how they
spiral and move. Even the human body follows this pattern. With our 1 nose, 2 eyes, 3 segments
to each limb and 5 fingers. Mathematics is seeing and applying patterns in different contexts.

In art, mathematics is presented in the creation of parallel lines in artwork. In the Last Supper,
the parallel lines on the ceiling are constructed by created an intersection point at infinity. This
gives us the illusion of parallel when they don’t look like it.

Moreover, in mathematics a famous example of sensory beauty is fractals. In essence fractals are
repeated patterns that keep repeating despite zoomed in a person gets to it. The most famous of
these examples include the Fibonacci Sequence, which is most commonly seen in nature. It is seen
through Romanesco Cauliflower, Sunflower seeds, sea shells, and much more. Additionally, there
is also the Koch’s snowflake and snowflake sweep. Both of these are examples of fractals and once
combined produce beautiful images that capture one’s attention. [?]

Specifically in this project, we appeal to sensory beauty of math through sight and sound. We
can see the physical representation of our equations, and we can also hear them.

There are many possible feelings and emotions can be tied to this: awe, confusion, intrigue,
but we brought it to life by coding it. Granted the sound itself seems devoid of emotion, as it is
a generated through the computer, but the creation of this project allows us to reconsider what it
means to be beautiful. This speaks to the creation of knowledge and the technical ability to create
a reproducible audio clip of a famous flute solo.

Wondrous Beauty

Additionally, music has this feeling of being in awe, this is called wondrous beauty. In mathematics
and especially during this project, wondrous beauty can also be ascribed as sparking one’s curiosity.
In the creation of the audio file, there were many questions: is there a way to solve this problem
to get my desired result. This was a constant throughout the entire process of creating a computer
generated sound modelling music. This is one aspect in which math is beautiful, because it allows
us to understand the how and why behind ideas.

While sensory beauty and wondrous beauty are related, each type of beauty possess the ability
to be independent of one another. [?] In mathematics, the beauty lies in the idea and main concepts.
Therefore certain equations can be be admired for their physical beauty but also for the content
they contain. The beauty from my audio file, is pleasing to the senses but is also beautiful in it’s
ability to represent that music is mathematics written in a different way. Each individual note can
be written as a sum of sinusoidal waves with each wave representing a different harmonic.
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This aspect of mathematical beauty differs slightly from music, because music evokes awe and
a sense of calm, while mathematics evoke curiosity and start the process of understanding the
mechanics of the world. The reason for this difference is that music itself is about a temporary
interpretation of the piece. This piece gets interpreted in different ways over the years, but the
beauty is from a fleeting moment. In mathematics, the beauty is in the permanent truth of ideas
and proof. The idea is permanent in which other mathematicians can build and expand upon this
beauty in concrete permanent ways.

Insightful Beauty

To be warned, insightful beauty is where the stereotype of mathematics being cold and devoid of
emotion originates because it focuses on the art of understanding through reason. This is called
insightful beauty. [?] From here, this is where people understand and find solutions to their problems.

Musicians use reason and logic to figure out the counts of beats, to diagnose potential problems
in the music, but this aspect of music does not get represented or even listed as one of the motivating
factors to perform music.

However in math, this gets constantly gets applied. Figuring out the least amount of food to
order to feed enough people, from figuring out how to get people into space. Note that, these
insights can be instantaneous but also an appreciation over time. Because learning is a lifelong
activity. Furthermore insightful beauty in mathematics is best exemplified through the art of proof
in which we look for the simplest or most insightful proofs to truly understanding the mechanics of
the world.

This is the power to communicate ideas effectively.
During this project, there were obstacles to overcome: figuring out the code to learn how to find

the coefficients, figuring out the best model to accurately represent the amplitude and frequencies
of the different harmonics, figuring out how to best reproduce the sound in a way that is similar
to the original piece. Understanding higher level math such as Fourier Analysis to comprehend the
theory that the computer is doing. We struggled throughout these troubles of problem solving, but
we continued to preserve because there must be a solution and refused to give up. Because of this,
"The beauty of mathematics only shows itself to more patient followers." [?], meaning to gain insight
there will be struggle. This is true in anything humans do, but especially true in mathematics. This
is part of the beauty of doing math. Do not be discouraged.

Transcendent Beauty

Lastly, music connected us to some more greater truth: to help us with our grief, to enjoy time with
our friends by singing at the top of our lungs, to calm our soul. This is called transcendent beauty.
This is the beauty that moves from a specific object, idea, or musical piece to a greater truth to
reveal significance in the world. [?]

In math, this is the connection of our ideas and theorems to get a better understanding of the
universe. It relates us to a greater truth than ourselves. This is usually seen through the ideas
surrounding the paradox between the infinite, finite, and zero. Additionally is seen through ground-
breaking ideas that change our perspective on the world, such as the law of gravity, the theory of
spatial relatively, the Pythagorean Theorem, and many more.
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Conclusion

In this project, this transcendent beauty is the connection of the different academia disciplines that
bring beauty into the world. While some are deemed more useful such as STEM, and others are
deemed useless such as the humanities. There should be no superiority between different types of
knowledge because they intersect more than people believe. If we focus on the attributes of one
discipline than another, then we have truly lost some of understanding of the world and our human-
ity. Because the true beauty of knowledge lies within the complexity between reason and emotion.
English is beautiful. History is beautiful. Mathematics is beautiful. These subjects are beautiful
in their own ways but each has their own unique type of beauty. If we truly decided to define one
form of beauty, we have lost all meaning for the word.

Mathematics is beautiful.
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Appendices
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.1 Definition Appendix

definitionPitch/Frequency] Frequency is the quantity the represents the number of times the object
vibrates in each unit of time. To calculate this we used f “ ω

2π where f is frequency, ω is the
angular frequency, and where 2π is the ther period of the sine wave

definitionHarmonics/Overtones] A harmonic is a sound wave that has a frequency that is an
integer multiple of a fundamental tone.

definitionAmplitude/Volume] Amplitude is the distance between the resting position and the
maximum displacement of the wave. In other words, the peaks and valleys of sine waves.

definitionwav files] a file format for storing the uncompressed audio files meaning they are not
smaller and they have more data.

definitionhe fundamental tone is the lowest frequency of the periodic waveform. In music this is
the musical pitch of a note with the lowest overtone present.

definitionOctave] A musical interval where one note has twice the frequency of the other or half
the frequency of the other.

definitionPerfect Fifth] A musical interval to a pair of notes that have a frequency ratio of 3:2
or the first note with 5 notes in between including the first note.

definitiontimbre] The character or quality of a musical sound which is distinct from its pitch
and its intensity. Example: the trumpet and clarinet have two different timbres. The trumpet is
bright and brassy where the clarinet is sounds more woodsy and dark.
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.2 Coding Notes Appendix

1 % Finding Fourier Transform of g4
2
3 % Loading the file
4
5 [g4,Fs]= audioread('g4.wav');
6
7 %Calculuating the seconds per cycle
8
9 g4cps = 1/Fs

10
11 % Graphing in Frequency and Amplitude in Freq domain.
12 g4_L = size(g4, 1);
13 g4_Fn = Fs / 2;
14 g4_Fty = fft(g4/g4_L);
15
16
17 g4_Fv= linspace (0 ,1, fix(g4_L /2)+1)*g4_Fn; %Frequency

Vector
18 g4_Iv = 1:numel(g4_Fv); % Index Vector
19 plot (g4_Fv , abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,:))*2)
20 xlabel ('Frequency (hz)')
21 ylabel ('Amplitude ')
22 title ('G4 Frequency ')
23
24 % Finding Frequency coefficients Fundamental (First Harmonic)
25
26
27 % Fun - Model 1
28 g4_tf = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/3) , ...
29 'domain ' ,[380 400]);
30
31 g4_funfirstfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
32 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/3) , ...
33 'gauss1 ', ...
34 'Exclude ', ...
35 g4_tf);
36
37 % Fun - Model 2
38 g4_tf3 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(7/24) ,

...
39 'domain ' ,[380 400]);
40
41 g4_funsecondfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
42 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(7/24) , ...
43 'gauss1 ', ...
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44 'Exclude ', ...
45 g4_tf3);
46
47
48 % Fun - Model 3
49 g4_tf3 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/10) ,

...
50 'domain ' ,[380 400]);
51
52 g4_funthirdfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
53 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/6) , ...
54 'gauss1 ', ...
55 'Exclude ', ...
56 g4_tf3);
57
58 % Fun Model 4
59
60 g4_tf4 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/10) ,

...
61 'domain ' ,[380 400]);
62
63 g4_funfourthfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
64 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/5) , ...
65 'gauss1 ', ...
66 'Exclude ', ...
67 g4_tf4);
68
69 % Comparing Fun Models 1,2,3,4
70
71
72 g4_Fv= linspace (0 ,1, fix(g4_L /2)+1)*g4_Fn; %Frequency

Vector
73 g4_Iv = 1:numel(g4_Fv); % Index Vector
74 plot (g4_Fv , abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,:))*2)
75 xlim ([380 400])
76 xticks (380:5:400)
77 xlabel ('Frequency (hz)')
78 ylabel ('Amplitude ')
79 title ('G4 Frequency: First Harmonic ')
80 hold on
81 plot (g4_funfirstfit , 'r')
82 plot (g4_funsecondfit , 'b')
83 plot (g4_funthirdfit , 'g')
84 plot (g4_funfourthfit , 'm')
85
86 % FUN MODEL 3 wins
87 g4_funthirdfit
88
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89 % Finding Frequency coefficients Second Harmonic)
90
91 % Harm 2 Model 1
92
93 g4_tf5 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))

*2*10^(1/5) ,'domain ' ,[775 790]);
94
95 g4_harm2firstfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
96 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/5) , ...
97 'gauss1 ', ...
98 'Exclude ', ...
99 g4_tf5);

100
101 % Harm 2 Model 2
102
103 g4_tf6 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))

*2*10^(7/24) , ...
104 'domain ' ,[775 790]);
105
106 g4_harm2secondfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
107 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(7/24) , ...
108 'gauss1 ', ...
109 'Exclude ', ...
110 g4_tf6);
111
112 % Harm 2 Model 3
113
114 g4_tf7 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))

*2*10^(1/3) , ...
115 'domain ' ,[775 790]);
116
117 g4_harm2thirdfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
118 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/3) , ...
119 'gauss1 ', ...
120 'Exclude ', ...
121 g4_tf7);
122
123
124
125 % Comparing Model 1,2,3
126
127
128 g4_Fv= linspace (0 ,1, fix(g4_L /2)+1)*g4_Fn; %Frequency

Vector
129 g4_Iv = 1:numel(g4_Fv); % Index Vector
130 plot (g4_Fv , abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,:))*2)
131 xlim ([775 790])
132 xticks (775:5:790)
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133 xlabel ('Frequency (hz)')
134 ylabel ('Amplitude ')
135 title ('G4 Frequency: Second Harmonic ')
136 hold on
137 plot(g4_harm2firstfit , 'r')
138 plot(g4_harm2secondfit , 'b')
139 plot(g4_harm2thirdfit , 'm')
140
141
142 % HArm 2- MODEL 1 WINS
143 g4_harm2firstfit
144
145 % Finding Frequency Coeffiicents Third Harmonic
146
147 % Harm 3 Model 1
148
149 g4_tf8 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/5) ,

...
150 'domain ' ,[1160 1190]);
151
152 g4_harm3firstfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
153 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/5) , ...
154 'gauss1 ', ...
155 'Exclude ', ...
156 g4_tf8);
157
158 % Harm 3 Model 2
159
160
161 g4_tf9 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/6) , ...
162 'domain ' ,[1160 1190]);
163
164 g4_harm3secondfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
165 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/6) , ...
166 'gauss1 ', ...
167 'Exclude ', ...
168 g4_tf9);
169
170 % Harm 3 Model 3
171
172 g4_tf10 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/10) ,

...
173 'domain ' ,[1160 1190]);
174
175 g4_harm3thirdfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
176 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/10) , ...
177 'gauss1 ', ...
178 'Exclude ', ...
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179 g4_tf10);
180
181 % Comparing 3Harm Models 1,2,3
182
183 g4_Fv= linspace (0 ,1, fix(g4_L /2)+1)*g4_Fn; %Frequency

Vector
184 g4_Iv = 1:numel(g4_Fv); % Index Vector
185 plot (g4_Fv , abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,:))*2)
186 xlim ([1160 1190])
187 xticks (1160:5:1190)
188 xlabel ('Frequency (hz)')
189 ylabel ('Amplitude ')
190 title ('G4 Frequency: Third Harmonic ')
191 hold on
192 plot (g4_harm3firstfit , 'r')
193 plot(g4_harm3secondfit , 'b')
194 plot(g4_harm3thirdfit , 'm')
195
196 g4_harm3firstfit
197
198
199 % Finding Frequency Coeffiicents 4th Harmonic
200
201 % 4Harm Model 1
202
203 g4_tf11 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/6) ,

...
204 'domain ' ,[1555 1575]);
205
206 g4_harm4firstfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
207 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/6) , ...
208 'gauss1 ', ...
209 'Exclude ', ...
210 g4_tf11);
211
212 % 4Harm Model 2
213
214
215 g4_tf12 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/10) ,

...
216 'domain ' ,[1555 1575]);
217
218 g4_harm4secondfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
219 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/10) , ...
220 'gauss1 ', ...
221 'Exclude ', ...
222 g4_tf12);
223
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224 % 4Harm Model 3
225
226
227 g4_tf13 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(3/40) ,

...
228 'domain ' ,[1555 1575]);
229
230 g4_harm4thirdfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
231 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(3/40) , ...
232 'gauss1 ', ...
233 'Exclude ', ...
234 g4_tf13);
235
236 % 4Harm Model 4
237
238
239 g4_tf14 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/8) ,

...
240 'domain ' ,[1555 1575]);
241
242 g4_harm4fourthfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
243 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(1/8) , ...
244 'gauss1 ', ...
245 'Exclude ', ...
246 g4_tf14);
247
248 % 4Harm Model 5
249 g4_tf15 = excludedata(g4_Fv ',abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(27/200)

, ...
250 'domain ' ,[1555 1575]);
251
252 g4_harm4fifthfit = fit( g4_Fv ', ...
253 abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,1))*2*10^(27/200) , ...
254 'gauss1 ', ...
255 'Exclude ', ...
256 g4_tf15);
257
258 % Comparing 4Harm Model 1,2,3,4,5
259
260 g4_Fv= linspace (0 ,1, fix(g4_L /2)+1)*g4_Fn; %Frequency

Vector
261 g4_Iv = 1:numel(g4_Fv); % Index Vector
262 plot (g4_Fv , abs(g4_Fty(g4_Iv ,:))*2)
263 xlim ([1555 1575])
264 xticks (1555:5:1575)
265 xlabel ('Frequency (hz)')
266 ylabel ('Amplitude ')
267 title ('G4 Frequency: Fourth Harmonic ')
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268 hold on
269 plot(g4_harm4firstfit , 'r')
270 plot(g4_harm4secondfit , 'b')
271 plot(g4_harm4thirdfit , 'm')
272 plot(g4_harm4fourthfit , 'g')
273 plot(g4_harm4fifthfit , 'y')
274
275
276 % 4Harm MODEL 5 Wins!
277 g4_harm4fifthfit
278
279
280
281
282 % Recreating the sounds ...
283
284
285
286 g4_n = 1:4800 *20;
287 g4_t = n/48000;
288
289
290
291 g4_f1 = 2*pi * 391.6 ;
292 g4_f2 = 2*pi * 782.5;
293 g4_f3 = 2*pi * 1176;
294 g4_f4 = 2*pi * 1565;
295
296 g4_sound = 0.006801* sin(g4_f1*g4_t) + 0.00221* sin(g4_f2*g4_t) +

0.000576* sin(g4_f3*g4_t) + 0.0004165* sin(g4_f4*g4_t);
297
298
299
300 sr = 48000
301 g4_s=2
302 g4_t= linspace(0,g4_s ,sr*g4_s);
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.3 Coding Song Appendix

1 clear;
2
3 % Bb5
4 Bb_n = 1:4800*25;
5 t = Bb_n /48000;
6
7
8
9 Bb5_f1 = 2*pi * 932;

10 Bb5_f2 = 2*pi * 1863 ;
11 Bb5_f3 = 2*pi * 2795 ;
12 Bb5_f4 = 2*pi * 3725;
13
14 Bb5sound = 0.006052* sin(Bb5_f1*t) + 0.0007924* sin(Bb5_f2*t) + ...
15 0.0008232* sin(Bb5_f3*t) + 0.0001116* sin(Bb5_f4*t);
16
17
18 sr = 48000;
19 s=2.5;
20 t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
21
22 Bb5_player=audioplayer(Bb5sound ,sr)
23 playblocking(Bb5_player)
24
25 %A5
26
27 a5_n = 1:4800 * 1;
28 a5_t = a5_n /48000;
29
30
31
32 a5_f1 = 2*pi * 879.9 ;
33 a5_f2 = 2*pi * 1760;
34 a5_f3 = 2*pi * 2637;
35 a5_f4 = 2*pi * 3217;
36
37 a5_sound = 0.004759 *sin(a5_f1*a5_t) + 0.0009626* sin(a5_f2*a5_t) +

...
38 0.0004288 *sin(a5_f3*a5_t) + 0.0001225* sin(a5_f4*a5_t);
39
40
41
42 sr = 48000;
43 a5_s =0.5;
44 a5_t= linspace(0,a5_s ,sr*a5_s);
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45
46
47 A5_player = audioplayer(a5_sound ,48000)
48 playblocking(A5_player)
49
50 % B5
51
52
53
54 B5_n = 1:4800 * 1;
55 B5_t = B5_n /48000;
56
57
58
59 B5_f1 = 2*pi * 987.7;
60 B5_f2 = 2*pi * 1975 ;
61 B5_f3 = 2*pi * 2962 ;
62 B5_f4 = 2*pi * 3948 ;
63
64 B5sound = 0.004095 *sin(B5_f1*B5_t) + 0.001237* sin(B5_f2*B5_t) +

0.0002443* sin(B5_f3*B5_t) + 0.0001004* sin(B5_f4*B5_t);
65
66
67 sr = 48000;
68 s=0.5;
69 B5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
70
71
72 B5_player= audioplayer(B5sound , 48000)
73 playblocking(B5_player)
74
75
76 % Ab5
77
78 ab5_n = 1:4800 *25;
79 ab5_t = ab5_n /48000;
80
81
82
83 ab5_f1 = 2*pi * 830.6;
84 ab5_f2 = 2*pi * 1661;
85 ab5_f3 = 2*pi * 2492;
86 ab5_f4 = 2*pi * 3325;
87
88 ab5_sound = 0.005242 *sin(ab5_f1*ab5_t) + 0.001131 *sin(ab5_f2*ab5_t

) + ...
89 0.0009889* sin(ab5_f3*ab5_t) + 0.0002183 *sin(ab5_f4*ab5_t);
90
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91
92
93 sr = 48000;
94 s=2.5;
95 ab5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
96
97
98 ab5_player = audioplayer(ab5_sound ,48000)
99 playblocking(ab5_player)

100
101
102 % G5
103
104
105 g5_n = 1:4800 * 1;
106 g5_t = g5_n /48000;
107
108
109
110 g5_f1 = 2*pi * 784.6 ;
111 g5_f2 = 2*pi * 1569 ;
112 g5_f3 = 2*pi * 2353;
113 g5_f4 = 2*pi * 3137 ;
114
115 g5_sound = 0.005719* sin(g5_f1*g5_t) + 0.001078 *sin(g5_f2*g5_t) +

...
116 0.0009398* sin(g5_f3*g5_t) + 9.555e-05* sin(g5_f4*g5_t);
117
118
119 sr = 48000;
120 s=0.5;
121 g5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
122
123 g5_player = audioplayer(g5_sound ,48000)
124 playblocking(g5_player)
125
126 % A5
127
128
129 a5_n = 1:4800 * 1;
130 a5_t = a5_n /48000;
131
132
133
134 a5_f1 = 2*pi * 879.9 ;
135 a5_f2 = 2*pi * 1760;
136 a5_f3 = 2*pi * 2637;
137 a5_f4 = 2*pi * 3217;
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138
139 a5_sound = 0.004759 *sin(a5_f1*a5_t) + 0.0009626* sin(a5_f2*a5_t) +

...
140 0.0004288 *sin(a5_f3*a5_t) + 0.0001225* sin(a5_f4*a5_t);
141
142
143
144 sr = 48000;
145 a5_s =0.5;
146 a5_t= linspace(0,a5_s ,sr*a5_s);
147
148
149 A5_player = audioplayer(a5_sound ,48000)
150 playblocking(A5_player)
151
152
153
154 % Gb5
155
156
157 gb5_n = 1:4800 *10;
158 gb5_t = gb5_n /48000;
159
160
161
162 gb5_f1 = 2*pi * 740.1 ;
163 gb5_f2 = 2*pi * 1480 ;
164 gb5_f3 = 2*pi * 2220;
165 gb5_f4 = 2*pi * 2962;
166
167 gb5_sound = 0.002933* sin(gb5_f1*gb5_t) + 0.002711* sin(gb5_f2*gb5_t) +

...
168 0.00159* sin(gb5_f3*gb5_t) + 0.000214* sin(gb5_f4*gb5_t);
169
170 sr = 48000;
171 s=1;
172 gb5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
173
174
175 gb5_player = audioplayer(gb5_sound ,48000)
176 playblocking(gb5_player)
177
178
179 % F5
180
181
182 F5_n = 1:4800 *10;
183 F5_t = F5_n /48000;
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184
185
186
187 F5_f1 = 2*pi * 698 ;
188 F5_f2 = 2*pi * 1396;
189 F5_f3 = 2*pi * 2094 ;
190 F5_f4 = 2*pi * 2798;
191
192 F5_sound = 0.004752 *sin(F5_f1*F5_t) + 0.001933 *sin(F5_f2*F5_t) +

...
193 0.002127 *sin(F5_f3*F5_t) + 4.141e-05* sin(F5_f4*F5_t);
194
195
196 sr = 48000;
197 s=1;
198 F5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
199
200 f5_player = audioplayer(F5_sound , 48000)
201 playblocking(f5_player)
202
203
204 % E5
205
206
207 E5_n = 1:4800 *10;
208 E55_t = E5_n /48000;
209
210
211
212 E5_f1 = 2*pi * 658.9 ;
213 E5_f2 = 2*pi * 1319;
214 E5_f3 = 2*pi * 1978 ;
215 E5_f4 = 2*pi * 2639;
216
217 E5_sound = 0.006278 *sin(E5_f1*E55_t) + 0.001277 *sin(E5_f2*E55_t) +

...
218 0.001458 *sin(E5_f3*E55_t) + 0.000107* sin(E5_f4*E55_t);
219
220
221 sr = 48000;
222 s=1;
223 E55_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
224
225
226 E5_player = audioplayer(E5_sound , 48000)
227 playblocking(E5_player)
228
229 % Db5
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230
231 Db5_n = 1:4800 *10;
232 Db5_t = Db5_n /48000;
233
234
235
236 Db5_f1 = 2*pi * 554 ;
237 Db5_f2 = 2*pi * 1108 ;
238 Db5_f3 = 2*pi * 1660 ;
239 Db5_f4 = 2*pi * 2215 ;
240
241 Db5_sound = 0.007707* sin(Db5_f1*Db5_t) + 0.001013* sin(Db5_f2*Db5_t) +

...
242 0.0005376* sin(Db5_f3*Db5_t) + 0.0001168* sin(Db5_f4*Db5_t);
243
244
245
246 sr = 48000;
247 s=1;
248 Db5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
249
250 Db5_player = audioplayer(Db5_sound , 48000)
251 playblocking(Db5_player)
252
253
254 %Bb5
255
256 Bb_n = 1:4800*20;
257 t = Bb_n /48000;
258
259
260
261 Bb5_f1 = 2*pi * 932;
262 Bb5_f2 = 2*pi * 1863 ;
263 Bb5_f3 = 2*pi * 2795 ;
264 Bb5_f4 = 2*pi * 3725;
265
266 Bb5sound = 0.006052* sin(Bb5_f1*t) + 0.0007924* sin(Bb5_f2*t) + ...
267 0.0008232* sin(Bb5_f3*t) + 0.0001116* sin(Bb5_f4*t);
268
269
270 sr = 48000;
271 s=2;
272 t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
273
274 Bb5_player=audioplayer(Bb5sound ,sr)
275 playblocking(Bb5_player)
276
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277
278 %C6
279
280 C6_n = 1:4800 * 1 ;
281 c6t = C6_n /48000;
282
283
284
285 C6_f1 = 2*pi * 1046 ;
286 C6_f2 = 2*pi * 2095 ;
287 C6_f3 = 2*pi * 3137 ;
288 C6_f4 = 2*pi * 4182 ;
289
290 C6_sound = 0.009939 *sin(C6_f1*c6t) + 0.001487* sin(C6_f2*c6t) + ...
291 0.0003361* sin(C6_f3*c6t) + 0.0001857 *sin(C6_f4*c6t);
292
293
294 sr = 48000;
295 s=0.5;
296 c6t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
297
298 C6_player = audioplayer(C6_sound , 48000)
299 playblocking(C6_player)
300
301
302 % B5
303
304
305
306 B5_n = 1:4800 * 1;
307 B5_t = B5_n /48000;
308
309
310
311 B5_f1 = 2*pi * 987.7;
312 B5_f2 = 2*pi * 1975 ;
313 B5_f3 = 2*pi * 2962 ;
314 B5_f4 = 2*pi * 3948 ;
315
316 B5sound = 0.004095 *sin(B5_f1*B5_t) + 0.001237* sin(B5_f2*B5_t) +

...
317 0.0002443* sin(B5_f3*B5_t) + 0.0001004* sin(B5_f4*B5_t);
318
319
320 sr = 48000;
321 s= 0.5;
322 B5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
323
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324
325 B5_player= audioplayer(B5sound , 48000)
326 playblocking(B5_player)
327
328
329
330
331
332
333 % Bb5
334
335
336 Bb_n = 1:4800*40;
337 t = Bb_n /48000;
338
339
340
341 Bb5_f1 = 2*pi * 932;
342 Bb5_f2 = 2*pi * 1863 ;
343 Bb5_f3 = 2*pi * 2795 ;
344 Bb5_f4 = 2*pi * 3725;
345
346 Bb5sound = 0.006052* sin(Bb5_f1*t) + 0.0007924* sin(Bb5_f2*t) + ...
347 0.0008232* sin(Bb5_f3*t) + 0.0001116* sin(Bb5_f4*t);
348
349
350 sr = 48000;
351 s=4;
352 t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
353
354 Bb5_player=audioplayer(Bb5sound ,sr)
355 playblocking(Bb5_player)
356
357
358
359
360
361 % Second Phrase:
362
363
364 % Bb5
365 Bb_n = 1:4800*25;
366 t = Bb_n /48000;
367
368
369
370 Bb5_f1 = 2*pi * 932;
371 Bb5_f2 = 2*pi * 1863 ;
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372 Bb5_f3 = 2*pi * 2795 ;
373 Bb5_f4 = 2*pi * 3725;
374
375 Bb5sound = 0.006052* sin(Bb5_f1*t) + 0.0007924* sin(Bb5_f2*t) + ...
376 0.0008232* sin(Bb5_f3*t) + 0.0001116* sin(Bb5_f4*t);
377
378
379 sr = 48000;
380 s=2.5;
381 t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
382
383 Bb5_player=audioplayer(Bb5sound ,sr)
384 playblocking(Bb5_player)
385
386 %A5
387
388 a5_n = 1:4800 * 1;
389 a5_t = a5_n /48000;
390
391
392
393 a5_f1 = 2*pi * 879.9 ;
394 a5_f2 = 2*pi * 1760;
395 a5_f3 = 2*pi * 2637;
396 a5_f4 = 2*pi * 3217;
397
398 a5_sound = 0.004759 *sin(a5_f1*a5_t) + 0.0009626* sin(a5_f2*a5_t) +

...
399 0.0004288 *sin(a5_f3*a5_t) + 0.0001225* sin(a5_f4*a5_t);
400
401
402
403 sr = 48000;
404 a5_s =0.5;
405 a5_t= linspace(0,a5_s ,sr*a5_s);
406
407
408 A5_player = audioplayer(a5_sound ,48000)
409 playblocking(A5_player)
410
411 % B5
412
413
414
415 B5_n = 1:4800 * 1;
416 B5_t = B5_n /48000;
417
418
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419
420 B5_f1 = 2*pi * 987.7;
421 B5_f2 = 2*pi * 1975 ;
422 B5_f3 = 2*pi * 2962 ;
423 B5_f4 = 2*pi * 3948 ;
424
425 B5sound = 0.004095 *sin(B5_f1*B5_t) + 0.001237* sin(B5_f2*B5_t) +

...
426 0.0002443* sin(B5_f3*B5_t) + 0.0001004* sin(B5_f4*B5_t);
427
428
429 sr = 48000;
430 s=0.5;
431 B5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
432
433
434 B5_player= audioplayer(B5sound , 48000)
435 playblocking(B5_player)
436
437
438 % Ab5
439
440 ab5_n = 1:4800 *25;
441 ab5_t = ab5_n /48000;
442
443
444
445 ab5_f1 = 2*pi * 830.6;
446 ab5_f2 = 2*pi * 1661;
447 ab5_f3 = 2*pi * 2492;
448 ab5_f4 = 2*pi * 3325;
449
450 ab5_sound = 0.005242 *sin(ab5_f1*ab5_t) + 0.001131 *sin(ab5_f2*ab5_t

) + ...
451 0.0009889* sin(ab5_f3*ab5_t) + 0.0002183 *sin(ab5_f4*ab5_t);
452
453
454
455 sr = 48000;
456 s=2.5;
457 ab5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
458
459
460 ab5_player = audioplayer(ab5_sound ,48000)
461 playblocking(ab5_player)
462
463
464 % G5
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465
466
467 g5_n = 1:4800 *1;
468 g5_t = g5_n /48000;
469
470
471
472 g5_f1 = 2*pi * 784.6 ;
473 g5_f2 = 2*pi * 1569 ;
474 g5_f3 = 2*pi * 2353;
475 g5_f4 = 2*pi * 3137 ;
476
477 g5_sound = 0.005719* sin(g5_f1*g5_t) + 0.001078 *sin(g5_f2*g5_t) +

...
478 0.0009398* sin(g5_f3*g5_t) + 9.555e-05* sin(g5_f4*g5_t);
479
480
481 sr = 48000;
482 s=0.5;
483 g5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
484
485 g5_player = audioplayer(g5_sound ,48000)
486 playblocking(g5_player)
487
488 % A5
489
490
491 a5_n = 1:4800 *1;
492 a5_t = a5_n /48000;
493
494
495
496 a5_f1 = 2*pi * 879.9 ;
497 a5_f2 = 2*pi * 1760;
498 a5_f3 = 2*pi * 2637;
499 a5_f4 = 2*pi * 3217;
500
501 a5_sound = 0.004759 *sin(a5_f1*a5_t) + 0.0009626* sin(a5_f2*a5_t) +

...
502 0.0004288 *sin(a5_f3*a5_t) + 0.0001225* sin(a5_f4*a5_t);
503
504
505
506 sr = 48000;
507 a5_s =0.5;
508 a5_t= linspace(0,a5_s ,sr*a5_s);
509
510
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511 A5_player = audioplayer(a5_sound ,48000)
512 playblocking(A5_player)
513
514
515
516 % Gb5
517
518
519 gb5_n = 1:4800 * 5;
520 gb5_t = gb5_n /48000;
521
522
523
524 gb5_f1 = 2*pi * 740.1 ;
525 gb5_f2 = 2*pi * 1480 ;
526 gb5_f3 = 2*pi * 2220;
527 gb5_f4 = 2*pi * 2962;
528
529 gb5_sound = 0.002933* sin(gb5_f1*gb5_t) + 0.002711* sin(gb5_f2*gb5_t) +

...
530 0.00159* sin(gb5_f3*gb5_t) + 0.000214* sin(gb5_f4*gb5_t);
531
532 sr = 48000;
533 s=1;
534 gb5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
535
536
537 gb5_player = audioplayer(gb5_sound ,48000)
538 playblocking(gb5_player)
539
540
541 % F5
542
543
544 F5_n = 1:4800 * 7.5;
545 F5_t = F5_n /48000;
546
547
548
549 F5_f1 = 2*pi * 698 ;
550 F5_f2 = 2*pi * 1396;
551 F5_f3 = 2*pi * 2094 ;
552 F5_f4 = 2*pi * 2798;
553
554 F5_sound = 0.004752 *sin(F5_f1*F5_t) + 0.001933 *sin(F5_f2*F5_t) +

...
555 0.002127 *sin(F5_f3*F5_t) + 4.141e-05* sin(F5_f4*F5_t);
556
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557
558 sr = 48000;
559 s=1;
560 F5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
561
562 f5_player = audioplayer(F5_sound , 48000)
563 playblocking(f5_player)
564
565
566 % E5
567
568
569 E5_n = 1:4800 * 7.5;
570 E55_t = E5_n /48000;
571
572
573
574 E5_f1 = 2*pi * 658.9 ;
575 E5_f2 = 2*pi * 1319;
576 E5_f3 = 2*pi * 1978 ;
577 E5_f4 = 2*pi * 2639;
578
579 E5_sound = 0.006278 *sin(E5_f1*E55_t) + 0.001277 *sin(E5_f2*E55_t) +

...
580 0.001458 *sin(E5_f3*E55_t) + 0.000107* sin(E5_f4*E55_t);
581
582
583 sr = 48000;
584 s=1;
585 E55_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
586
587
588 E5_player = audioplayer(E5_sound , 48000)
589 playblocking(E5_player)
590
591 % Db5
592
593 Db5_n = 1:4800 *7.5;
594 Db5_t = Db5_n /48000;
595
596
597
598 Db5_f1 = 2*pi * 554 ;
599 Db5_f2 = 2*pi * 1108 ;
600 Db5_f3 = 2*pi * 1660 ;
601 Db5_f4 = 2*pi * 2215 ;
602
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603 Db5_sound = 0.007707* sin(Db5_f1*Db5_t) + 0.001013* sin(Db5_f2*Db5_t) +
...

604 0.0005376* sin(Db5_f3*Db5_t) + 0.0001168* sin(Db5_f4*Db5_t);
605
606
607 sr = 48000;
608 s=1;
609 Db5_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
610
611 Db5_player = audioplayer(Db5_sound , 48000)
612 playblocking(Db5_player)
613
614
615
616
617 % Bb44
618
619 Bb4_n = 1:4800 * 25;
620 Bb4_t = Bb4_n /48000;
621
622
623
624 Bb4_f1 = 2*pi * 466.2 ;
625 Bb4_f2 = 2*pi * 932.2 ;
626 Bb4_f3 = 2*pi * 1399;
627 Bb4_f4 = 2*pi * 1865;
628
629 Bb4_sound = 0.009049* sin(Bb4_f1*Bb4_t) + 0.001457* sin(Bb4_f2*Bb4_t) +

0.0005945* sin(Bb4_f3*Bb4_t) + 0.0007095* sin(Bb4_f4*Bb4_t);
630
631 sr = 48000;
632 s=2.5;
633 Bb4_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
634
635
636 Bb4_player = audioplayer(Bb4_sound , 48000)
637 playblocking (Bb4_player)
638
639 % F# 4
640
641 gb4_n = 1:4800 * 1;
642 gb4_t = gb4_n /48000;
643
644
645
646 gb4_f1 = 2*pi * 369.7 ;
647 gb4_f2 = 2*pi * 739.5 ;
648 gb4_f3 = 2*pi * 1109;
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649 gb4_f4 = 2*pi * 1480 ;
650
651 gb4_sound = 0.005153 *sin(gb4_f1*gb4_t) + 0.003346* sin(gb4_f2*gb4_t)

+ ...
652 0.001624* sin(gb4_f3*gb4_t) + 0.0001257* sin(gb4_f4*gb4_t);
653
654 sr = 48000;
655 s=0.5;
656 gb4_t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
657
658 gb4_player = audioplayer(gb4_sound ,48000)
659 playblocking(gb4_player)
660
661 % G 4
662
663 g4_n = 1:4800 * 1;
664 g4_t = g4_n /48000;
665
666
667
668 g4_f1 = 2*pi * 391.6 ;
669 g4_f2 = 2*pi * 782.5;
670 g4_f3 = 2*pi * 1176;
671 g4_f4 = 2*pi * 1565;
672
673 g4_sound = 0.006801* sin(g4_f1*g4_t) + 0.00221* sin(g4_f2*g4_t) + ...
674 0.000576* sin(g4_f3*g4_t) + 0.0004165* sin(g4_f4*g4_t);
675
676
677
678 sr = 48000
679 g4_s= 0.5
680 g4_t= linspace(0,g4_s ,sr*g4_s);
681
682 g4_player = audioplayer(g4_sound , 48000)
683 playblocking(g4_player)
684
685
686 %B4
687
688
689 n = 1:4800 *10;
690 t = n/48000;
691
692
693
694 b4_f1 = 2*pi * 493.8 ;
695 b4_f2 = 2*pi * 988.5 ;
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696 b4_f3 = 2*pi * 1481 ;
697 b4_f4 = 2*pi * 1973;
698
699 b4_sound = 0.0011* sin(b4_f1*t) + 0.0003437* sin(b4_f2*t) + ...
700 0.0006619* sin(b4_f3*t) + 0.0005551* sin(b4_f4*t);
701
702
703
704 sr = 48000;
705 s=1;
706 t= linspace(0,s,sr*s);
707
708 b4_player = audioplayer(b4_sound , 48000)
709 playblocking (b4_player)
710
711
712 line1 =[Bb5sound ,a5_sound ,B5sound ,ab5_sound ,g5_sound , a5_sound ,

gb5_sound , ...
713 F5_sound , E5_sound , Db5_sound , Bb5sound , C6_sound ,B5sound ,

Bb5sound ];
714
715 line2 = [Bb5sound ,a5_sound ,B5sound ,ab5_sound ,g5_sound , a5_sound ,

gb5_sound , ...
716 F5_sound , E5_sound , Db5_sound , Bb4_sound , gb4_sound , g4_sound ,

b4_sound ];
717
718 song=[line1 , line2];
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.4 Fractals: Koch Snowflake and Snowflake Sweep
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Context

Through this we are examining the what it means to be human by examining how humans are able

to experience the world through creative mediums. As a panel, we explored the effects of immersive

art and how sensory beauty impacts the creation of human experiences. Furthermore, panelists

analyze the framework of beauty to better understand how humans perceive meaning.

Introduction

Thank you for coming to our panel.

I am here both as a musician and as a mathematician.

As a musician, I am trained to use music to entertain My role is to connect the audience to

different emotions and various stories. Ultimately, my role is to bring beauty into the world.

As a mathematician, I am trained to use logic and reasoning to solve problems. My role is to

connect complex ideas and singular solutions. Ultimately, my role is to provide insight.

Why do we view music as beautiful, but not mathematics?

Behind me, you see Claude Debussy’s, famous flute piece, Syrinx. In the flute world, this is

renowned as a beautiful piece of musical literature. It is known for its narrative storytelling of the

Greek legend regarding Syrinx and Pan and for its mesmerizing melodies. .

For this project, I recreated the first two measures of this piece by decomposing sound into

mathematical equations. Let me play this for you.

Before, we dive deeper in, let me play for you a musical interpretation.

While, I am playing my musical interpretation for you, observe the code behind me. Realize

that this is a mathematical representation of what I am playing.
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Math Context Vocabulary

I have just played my musical interpretation of this mathematical composition.

Now, Let’s define some math vocab.

I will be talking about these three main ideas: Frequency, Harmonics, and Amplitude:

a. First is Frequency. Frequency is the number of times a sound wave repeats over a period of

time.

b. Second is Harmonics. Let’s consider one note. As it plays, think of one knot being ties into

one piece of rope. This is called our first harmonic. We can tie a smaller second knot. This

is our second harmonic. Theoretically we can tie an infinite amount of knots, but who wants

to? I don’t. On flute, there are 9 playable harmonics, or knots,. In this project, I limited

our harmonics to 4 because there were 15 notes. In terms our our knot analogy, I have 15

disconnected pieces of rope with 4 notes in each piece.

c. Lastly is Amplitude. Amplitude is how loud or soft the music is. We measure amplitude from

the peaks and valleys of sound waves.

Now that we have defined frequency, harmonics and amplitude, let’s explore this means.

Using a branch of mathematics called Fourier Analysis, we are able to use a technique called

Fourier Transform to graph each note via their frequencies and amplitudes.

Math Modelling Go!

We learned the key math concepts, so let’s run through the process in which I created my mathe-

matical composition.

In the scope of this project, I looked at the first two measures of Syrinx, and counted 15 different

notes. Next, I recorded myself playing each note in Pro Tools, an audio software tool. I played each

note for about 4 seconds, and ended up with 15 sound files. Each sound file represents one note of

the piece.
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After I gathered my sound files, I imported them in a computer program called MATlab. Matlab

is designed for sound analysis which sounds perfect for us.

After importing the sound files into Matlab, I used Fourier Transform, to find Fourier coefficients.

These Fourier coefficients are used to specify the amplitudes of our sound waves.

Recall that, one note has 4 harmonics. So for one note, we are finding the 4 separate coefficients

for each of the harmonics. We now repeat this process for the other notes. Since we had 15 notes

with each note having 4 harmonics, we found 60 unique Fourier Coefficients.

What we have now are our frequencies and amplitudes but no record of the duration of each

note. So I added time to my frequency and amplitude graph to change the duration of my notes. I

either increased the time interval if I wanted the note to be longer, or decreased it if I wanted the

note to ve shorter. Here, I have now created a sense of rhythm.

Time was my missing component in creating the equation, but since we have it, able to begin

the process of recreating the sound. First we created an equation of each note, composed of the sum

of the 4 harmonics with each harmonic being multiplied by its unique Fourier Coefficient. Then

using Matlab, I coded a way for the program to take my equation and play the sound. Resulting

in the sound for each note. Afterwards, I take the code for each note and order it, based off how it

appears in the piece. Then I adjusted the time interval to create a sense of rhythm. We have now

just created my mathematical composition of Syrinx.

Glimpse Mathematical Beauty

Now, back to original question: why is music considered beautiful but mathematics is not?

Especially when music can be written in terms of mathematics.

To get us thinking more about mathematical beauty, I quote G.H Hardy,

"It may be very hard to define mathematical beauty, but that is just as true of beauty of any

kind- we may not quite know what we mean by a beautiful poem but does that not prevent us from

recognizing one when we read it?"
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With this in mind, I now present the Webster definition of beauty.

Beauty is the quality or aggregate of qualities in a person or thing that gives pleasure to the

senses or pleasurably exalts the mind or spirit.

Instinctively, we think of music. We think of how music makes us but we hardly think about

how math makes us feel. If we do, it is usually in a negative context. Thus, let us reframe beauty

in the context of mathematics

"Exalting the mind and spirit" applies directly to mathematics. We exalt the mind, with complex

ideas, and challenging problems. We strive to connect ideas and solutions. We as mathematicians

crave meaning out of the theorems we prove.

A famous example includes Euclid’s Proof of the Infinitude of Primes, which states that given

any collection of prime numbers there is at least one prime number that is not part of this collection.

In mathematics, this is beautiful for two reasons: for the idea it conveys and how elegant and simple

the proof is.

A huge appeal of mathematical beauty is the idea of being able to reason and bring insight

about complex ideas.

But you ask, "What if someone’s taste is different than what society deems as beautiful? "

Objectivism and Subjectivity

This question leads us to two different ways to aesthetically define beauty. These two ways are

Aesthetic Subjectivity and Aesthetic Objectivity.

a. Aesthetic Subjectivism is the belief that aesthetic judgements such as beauty are not facts

but rely on the observer. This is essentially the argument that beauty is in the eye of the

beholder

If this were truly the case, this would mean that a toddler’s finger painting would be more

beautiful than the Mona Lisa. I don’t mean to offend any parents in the room, but we can

all agree that regardless of parental sentimental value the Mona Lisa is objectively a better

painting, majority considered to be a masterpiece of the art world.
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This bring us to the another way of aesthetically defining beauty:

b. Aesthetic Objectivity. This is the belief that aesthetic qualities are properties of objects that

are independent of an observer’s awareness.

Both subjectivity and objectivity play a vital role in the human’s perspective of beauty.

When sharing this topic of mathematical beauty to others, I constantly hear people belittle

math.

"It’s too hard"

Good for you, I can never do that.

Bless your soul

To this, I respond with quote from Imannuel Kant’s Critique of Judgement. "the judgement of

taste is subjective." Meaning that mathematical beauty still exists regardless whether society

deems it as beautiful or not.

Frameworks of Beauty

Then, let us discuss the why mathematics is beautiful.

Francis Su discusses the 4 main types of beauty: sensory, wondorous, insightful, and transcen-

dent.

a. First is Sensory beauty. This is the beauty that deals with the senses: sight, touch, taste,

smell, and sound.

In math, sensory beauty present itself in nature and art.

In nature, mathematics is present through patterns. The famous example is the Fibonacci

sequence. This sequence originates from how rabbits reproduced given that each pair has one

male and one female. This one question resulted in seeing this pattern everywhere in nature.

It is seen on the seeds of sunflowers, cauliflower, and pine-cones. Futhermore, it is seen storms

and how they spiral and move. Even the human body follows this pattern. With our 1 nose,
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2 eyes, 3 segemts to each limb and 5 fingers. Mathematics is seeing and applying patterns in

different contexts.

In art, mathematics is presented in the creation of parallel lines in artwork. In the Last

Supper, the parallel lines on the ceiling are constructed by created an intersection point at

infinity. This gives us the illusion of parallel when they don’t look like it.

Specifically in this project, we appeal to sensory beauty of math through sight and sound. We

can see the physical representation of our equations, and we can also hear them.

b. Next, is Wondorous Beauty. Wondorous Beauty is being awed and curious about some-

thing.

Generally in math, we are constantly curious about the world. We pose questions by limiting

our assumptions and to see what happens next.

In this project, we can subscribe this to sparking one’s curiosity. Throughout this project,

there were many quesiions with one common theme: a way to solve new problems. This was

a constant throughout the entire process of creating a computer generated sound modelling

music. Additionally, the idea allows us as humans to continue to become lifelong learners.

Sensory Beauty relates to Wondrous Beauty because it can spark our curiosity, but both forms

of beauty are independent types of beauty. Both forms of beauty can lead to insightful

beauty.

c. insightful beauty is the beauty of how we understand the world based off the insights we

gather. This type of beauty is where the stereotype of mathematics as being cold and devoid

of emotion originates because this beauty focuses on the art of understanding through reason.

In math, insightful beauty is constantly applied.

To figure out seating for 16 people using trapezoidal desks, totally not applicable to me. To

figuring out the least amount of pizza to order to feed enough people. To understanding the

mathematics behind physics, engineering. To know how to to safely build bridges, roads,
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desks, chairs. To analyze trends in data to gleam insights. Note that, insights can be instan-

taneous but also insights can also happen over time.

Furthermore insightful beauty in mathematics is best exemplified through the art of proof.

As a mathematician, we try to create the simplest and most insightful proofs to truly under-

standing the mechanics of the world.

This is the power to communicate ideas effectively.

During this project, there were obstacles to overcome:

a. Learning a new coding language

b. creating code to find coefficients

c. defining on what the best model is

d. how to create rhythm using code

e. Understanding a new higher level math such as Fourier Analysis

To say the least, I struggled. These were all new skills I wanted and needed to learn. We

learn these skills only through preserving through the struggle. We continued because it was

fun to think about different results and implications.

d. Ultimately these results lead to some sort of greater truth. This is transcedent beauty.

This is the beauty that moves from a specific object, idea, or result to a greater truth about

the world.

In math, this is the connection of our ideas and theorems to get a better understanding of the

universe. It relates us to a truth greater than ourselves. Usually seen through the abstract

ideas regarding infinity and zero, but also in ground-breaking research. This ground-breaking

research are ideas that change our perspective on the world. Examples include law of gravity,

the theory of spatial relativity, the Pythagorean Theorem, Euclid’s Infinitude of Primes, and

many more.
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Conclusion

Specifically mathematical transcendental beauty is recognizing that math is a different per-

spective of observing and learning about the world. To be truly human, a person must have

the ability to understand and percieve beauty in different contexts.

In modern society, There is an emphasis on thinking logically which results in an emphasis

on STEM fields. But reflecting, critical thinking and empathy are all vital aspects of being

human. Without English or History, we are unable to to learn from mistake from history or to

relate to characters. In more applicable terms: to learn our own past mistakes, and to relate

to other people.

Sterotyping different aspects of knowledge reduces our ability to be human. Because our hu-

manity is in the intersection of knowledge surrounding STEM and Humanities.

This project exemplifies the commonalities between math and music to relate the beauty of

math to people who do not find math beautiful. To find math beautiful is the Resistance

against one common definition of beauty.

I strongly urge you all, to no discredit other perspectives of beauty. To truly humble ourselves

to learning more. As a society, if we solely decide on one form of beauty, we have done our-

selves an injustice. Because we have lost a significant understanding of our universe.

English is Beautiful.

Horror is Beautiful

Video Games are Beautiful.

Mathematics is Beautiful.

Thank you.
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